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The global requirement for sustainable energy has become increasingly important
issue the last decade and will continue to be, as the environmental effects of fossil
fuels become apparent. Renewable Energy Sources- RES (solar, wind, hydro and
biomass) are becoming one of the most important energy options in the future
generation system. However locating optimal sites for the utilization of RES is a
complex task involving many environmental, economic, social constraints and
factors associated with the energy potential , existing central power plants,
substations, transmission and distributions lines, networks of power systems, etc. A
Geographic Information System (GIS) is an appropriate toolto address this issue,
sinceit efficiently stores,retrieves,analyses,anddisplaysgeographicallyreferenced

Our scope is to investigate the basic mechanisms behind GIS technology,
mechanisms which have to do with capture of the data, storage, management,
retrieval, analysis, display. We will denote the particularities for using them in
the energy sector. GIS technology is already used for decision making in
both conventional energy resources and renewables. We direct towards the RES
sector, and our prothesis is to investigate the capabilities of GIS in operations
related with RES investments depending on location based characteristics. Our
work will emphasize the usefulness of GIS in day-to-day operations of the
engineer and the decision maker. The particularity of our case study, is based on
the fact that no commercialGIS tool will be used,insteadthe capabilitiesof

Aims and Objectives

The aim of this project is to investigate the capabilities ofGIS in decision making
in general and in energy related operations specifically. Different aspects of the use
of GIS in energy sector will be mentioned and critical issueswill be discussed
regarding their usefulness in day-to-day operations of theengineer and the decision
maker. Furthermore,a case study on the useof GIS in the RenewableEnergy

sinceit efficiently stores,retrieves,analyses,anddisplaysgeographicallyreferenced
information according to user-defined specifications. This thesis presents an
overview of GIS applications in energy related operations,specifically on the RES
sector, and highlights their support in decision making. Furthermore a case study
for the location in Greece is presented and analyzed.

the fact that no commercialGIS tool will be used,insteadthe capabilitiesof
open source GIS software tools in decision making will be examined.

At a first level we can consider the mapping of the available data (solar,
wind). However geographic data, cannot be easily accessed by individuals, since in
many cases are commercially exploited by different organizations (ministries,
public and private organizations). Furthermore, in case these data are obtained a
possible improvement in the previous statement would be thefurther processing of
data according to specific mathematicalformulas to extract e.g. the available
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maker. Furthermore,a case study on the useof GIS in the RenewableEnergy
Sector will be explored, as a proof of concept. The specific details of the case
study will be defined in a latter time but in general it will associate the context of
decision support on RES investments and location -based characteristics. The
objectives of this project have to do with the understandingof the basic
mechanisms of GIS (data capture, storage, management, retrieval, analysis, display)
and their particularities in the sector of energy. Moreover, the business model
behind GIS technology will be examined which consists of thedata providers and
the organizations promoting GIS technology (with the respective software tools),
the committees worldwide that promote the concept of spatial information.
Finally, a survey on the existing open source GIS software tools will be made for
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data according to specific mathematicalformulas to extract e.g. the available
energy potential of the studied area and the corresponding mapping in GIS.
However a more accurate investigation of the advantages of GIS in energy-related
decision making processes would require the insertion of some restrictions as
exclusion criteria of some cases. These restrictions are related for example with the
special characteristics of the studied area e.g.high altitude areas or high slope areas.

the selection of the most appropriate, while also standardization
and interoperability issues will be explored.
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